Quick Classes to Take at the Last Minute!

- **CS5000: Outro to CS**
  Already taken all 12 requirements needed for that CS concentration? Then take this new elective from the department! Professor Malan will help you tackle final subjects like “the inevitable computer-human war”, “how do I turn this thing off?”, and “what is at the end of the internet?”

- **Spanglish AB (pronounced “ah-bay”)**
  Want to comprendes Español? Well, ahora you can with this new joint offering from the English and Romance Language Departmentos! The newest language offered at la Universidad de Harvard, Spanglish AB (pronounced “A-B” that time) can be utilizado as your language requisito (requires cuatro semestres).

- **Ec101010**
  Finished Ec10 (Principles of Economics) and Ec1010 (Economic Theory)? In this next logical step, Economic Rough Guesses, you’ll learn most of the lesser thoughts of the economy, from what the eye-pyramid on the dollar bill means to which secret group controls the world’s money.

- **Ethical Reasoning 22.2: Just Ice**
  Not to be confused with Ethical Reasoning 22: Justice. This class is about ice. Not water, just ice. Class will consist of a dozen or so students who panicked on study card and didn’t realize Justice was only offered every other year.

---

**House Events**

- **9/23 8:00 pm** Leverett Pre-Career Committee: Pre-Career Kickoff
- **9/26 5:00 pm** Not Just Sherry Hour
- **9/26 5:30 pm** Community Dinner
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**Intramurals**

- **9/24, 7:30pm** Flag Football vs. Kirkland
- **9/26, 8:30pm** B Volleyball vs. Eliot
- **9/29, 7:00pm** Tennis vs. Winthrop
- **9/30, 8:15pm** Soccer vs. Kirkland
**Swingterview II: Ridgely**

Teddy Kim, Ridgely, 4th Floor // Carter Stratton, Sara Rosenberg, Chaffee Duckers, and Olivia Munk, Roommates, Ridgely, 4th Floor

How do you feel about living above a shop that sells cookies until 3 am every night?
Teddy: I feel like... I’m surrounded by temptation.
Olivia: The smell is a curse and a blessing.

How do you fight that temptation?
Olivia: Boloco. Or Clover.
Teddy: I have my roommate Isaac to keep me strong. Plus, the protestors make it pretty annoying to go inside. In Isaac’s words... “A moment on the lips, forever on the hips”.

What’s it like being across the street from the final clubs?
Teddy: It’s great. When I’m trying to stay awake, it really helps.

How’s the kitchen? Have you utilized it?
Teddy: Small but effective. I use it for tea and cooking up trouble. *Laughter*

Any fun facts about Ridgely?
Sarah: I have ordered insomnia cookies to our room literally two floors above the store.
4th floor group: Our room has a somewhat ridiculous number of doors.
Teddy: We have a full size bath tub, and a slanted floor. About 15 degrees.

**Did You Know?**
Yo Yo Ma was once a resident tutor at Leverett House.

**Riddle Solution**
What is the only word in the dictionary that ends in "-mt"?
Answer: “Dreamt”.

**Mystery Movie Quote**
“I didn’t realize you slept in a tux. Go ahead, get your top hat.”

Last Week’s Quote was from Pitch Perfect. [“I have been rejected by the Army, shoved into a Dora The Explorer backpack, and pushed into the girls’ locker room wearing nothing but suspenders. But no matter. I am in the world that I love.”]